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Types of change requests
This form is to be used in requesting changes (whether creation, modification, or deletion) to elements of the
ISO 639 Codes for the representation of names of languages — Part 3: Alpha-3 code for comprehensive
coverage of languages. The types of changes that are possible are to 1) modify the reference information for
an existing code element, 2) propose a new macrolanguage or modify a macrolanguage group; 3) retire a
code element from use, including merging its scope of denotation into that of another code element, 4) split
an existing code element into two or more new language code elements, or 5) create a new code element for
a previously unidentified language variety. Fill out section 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 below as appropriate, and the final
section documenting the sources of your information. The process by which a change is received, reviewed
and adopted is summarized on the final page of this form.
Type of change proposed (check one):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Modify reference information for an existing language code element
Propose a new macrolanguage or modify a macrolanguage group
Retire a language code element from use (duplicate or non-existent)
Expand the denotation of a code element through the merging one or more language
code elements into it (retiring the latter group of code elements)
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5.
6.

Split a language code element into two or more new code elements
Create a code element for a previously unidentified language

For proposing a change to an existing code element, please identify:
Affected ISO 639-3 identifier:
Associated reference name:

1. Modify an existing language code element
(a) What are you proposing to change:
Language reference name; generally this is changed only if it is erroneous;
if usage is shifting to a new preferred form, the new form may be added (next box)
Language additional names
Language type (living, extinct, historical, etc.)
Language scope (individual language or macrolanguage)
(b) What new value(s) do you propose:
(c) Rationale for change:

2. Propose a new macrolanguage or modify a macrolanguage group
(a) For an existing Macrolanguage, what change to its individual language membership do you propose:
(b) Rationale for change:
For a new Macrolanguage proposal, please also complete the form “Request for New Language Code
Element in ISO 639-3” (file name “ISO639-3_NewCodeRequest.doc” or “ISO639-3_NewCode
RequestForm.rtf”), which must also be submitted to fully document the intended meaning for the new
macrolanguage.

3. Retire a language code element from use
(a) Reason for change:
There is no evidence that the language exists.
This is equivalent to another ISO 639-3 language.
(b) If equivalent with another code element, with which ISO 639-3 code element (identifier and name)
is it equivalent:
(c) Rationale for change:
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4. Expand the denotation of a code element through merging of one or more
code elements
(a) List the languages (identifier and name) to be merged into this code element and retired from use:

(b) Rationale for change

5. Split a language code element into two or more code elements
(a) List the languages into which this code element should be split:

By the language identification criteria set forth in ISO 639-3, the simple fact of distinct identities is not
enough to assign separate identifiers. The criteria are defined in the standard as follows:
For this part of ISO 639, judgments regarding when two varieties are considered to be the same or
different languages are based on a number of factors, including linguistic similarity, intelligibility, a
common literature (traditional or written), a common writing system, the views of users concerning
the relationship between language and identity, and other factors. The following basic criteria are
followed:


Two related varieties are normally considered varieties of the same language if users of each
variety have inherent understanding of the other variety (that is, can understand based on
knowledge of their own variety without needing to learn the other variety) at a functional
level.



Where intelligibility between varieties is marginal, the existence of a common literature or
of a common ethnolinguistic identity with a central variety that both understand can be
strong indicators that they should nevertheless be considered varieties of the same language.



Where there is enough intelligibility between varieties to enable communication, the
existence of well-established distinct ethnolinguistic identities can be a strong indicator that
they should nevertheless be considered to be different languages

(b) Referring to the criteria given above, give the rationale for splitting the existing code element
into two or more languages:

(c) Does the language code element to be split represent a major language in which there already exists
a significant body of literature and research? Are there contexts in which all the proposed separate
languages may still be considered the same language—as in having a common linguistic identity, a
shared (or undistinguished) body of literature, a written form in common, etc.? If so, please
comment.

In order to complete the change request, the form “Request for New Language Code Element in ISO
639-3” (file name “ISO639-3_NewCodeRequestForm.doc” or “ISO639-
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3_NewCodeRequestForm.rtf”) must also be submitted for each new identifier that is to be created.
That step can be deferred until this form has been processed by the ISO 639-3 registrar.

6. Create a new language code element
(a) Name of missing language: Kaikavian, Kajkavski
(b) State the case that this language is not the same as or has not been included within any language that
already has an identifier in ISO 639-3:
It does not have an identifier in ISO 639-3; Kaikavian speakers seem to be included under
Croatian langauge, which contradicts linguistic reality that Kaikavian and official Croatian
have low to no mutual intelligibility (except the words common to most Slavic languages);
Kaikavian is more similar to Slovene than to standard Croatian.
Consequently it can not be a dialect of Croatian. Moreover, as noted by S. Ivšić in 1936.,
Kaikavian has its own dialects.
Some comments:
Croatian, Bosnian and Serbian langauges are mutually intelligible, since they share one
common base (Stokavian dialect), whereas Kaikavian does not belong to Stokavian group.
It is an older language than Stokavian dialects.
Kaikaiain and Slovene are mutually intelligible to a limited degree.
(A detail to mention: Close cultural and literary relations exist between Kaikavian language
and Prekmurian language that is spoken in north-eastern neighbouring areas in Slovenia
and Hungary, where Prekmurian speech appears to be lexically and grammatically closer
to Kaikavian than to Slovene language.)
Reasons for this:
- Historically, speakers of Kaikavian language are descendants of Pannonian Slaves that
settled down in the 6th century on the area of North Croatia, Slovenia, and parts of Austria
and Hungary. There is archeological and anthropological evidence for continuity of
settlements and culture in North Croatia (Kaikavian region) dating from 6th century until
today.
- Typical non-Kaikavian Croatian speakers can hardly understand Kaikavian language.
This fact is reflected in daily communication where Kaikavian speakers encounter
Stokavian speakers: e.g. a Stokavian bus-driver in Kaikavian-speaking area does not
understand inquiries of Kaikavian speaking travellers, Stokavian receptionist in ethnovillage Kumrovec does not understand inquiries in Kaikavian. These are numerous, easily
reproducible cases, which lead to lesser usage of Kaikavian in public, to the extent of
Kaikavian being an endangered language today.
- There is more similarity in certain Kaikavian words to Russian or Slovak, than to Croatian
language. E.g. Kaikavian day - "d(i)en - Russian "den", or "how", "so" are same both in
Kaikavian and Russian: "kak", "tak".
- Usage of the vowel "e" in Kaikavian is older than Stokavian vowel "a" in comparable
lexica. E.g. "lehko" vs. "lako"; "den" vs. "dan", "veter" vs. "vjetar".
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- Kaikavian differs in grammar, declination and conjugation from Cro/Bos/Serb group, and
also from Slovene.
- Kaikavian uses a lot diphthongs (e.g. "ie", "uo", "ae"), whereas neither Stokavian group
nor Slovene does not have them (exception being dialects like Prekmurian that appear as
already mentioned, closer to Kaikavian).
- Kaikavian dialects have more than five "a, e, i, o, u" vowels, usually going from seven to
more than ten vowels.
Examples: /æ/ (meso, jezik), /ə/ (pes), /e/ (maček); /o/ (morje) /ø/ (gorica). More details see
list of references - download of contemporary book "Sen je, a pesma ne".
- Kaikavian dialect of Medjimorje has 5 different sounds for "e", whereas Stokavian group
does not know these sounds.
- There are huge lexical differences. For non-Kaikavian speakers even most trivial everyday phrases can be non-comprehensible. e.g.:
- ENG: What will you drink? KAI: Kaj bu(de)š pil? CRO: Što ćeš piti? SLO: Kaj boš pil?
- ENG: I like you.

KAI: Vidiš mi se

CRO: Sviđaš mi se. SLO: Všeč si mi.

-- ENG: Look over here.

KAI: Nalukni se.

CRO: Pogledaj.

-- ENG: Do not break this bottle. KAI: Naj sporti tu flašu
SLO: Naj zlomiti to buteljko.

SLO: Prežaj.

CRO: Nemoj razbiti tu bocu

-- ENG: Where is this bus going? KAI: Kam pelja tie autobus? CRO: Kuda vozi taj autobus?
SLO: Kam pelja ta avtobus?
- Another distinctive feature of Kaikavian is the use of different future tense. Instead of
Stokavian future I ("ću", "ćeš", and "će" + infinitive), Kaikavian speakers use future II
("bum", "buš" and "bu" + active verbal adjective). Example is the phrase above "What will
you drink".
- Suffix for forming comparative and superlative adjectives is -š/i/a/e: liep, liepši, najliepši.
(See Introduciton into grammar: http://trello.com/c/LyQslNph/23-kajkavska-gramatikakaikavian-grammar-introduction )
- Active verbal adjective in singular masculine in the 1st and 3rd person ends with -l as
opposed to standard Croatian -o.
- Diminutive ending for masculine singular is -ek or -ec, (plural -eki, -eci) as opposed to
Stokavian -ić.
- Short masculine plural preferred (oblok → obloki; brod → brodi; znak → znaki)
- Alternation of phonemes k, g, h in the nominative plural, dative and locative cases does
not occur (Kai: ruoka → ruoki, noga → nogi, svrha → svrhi vs. Croatian → ruci, → nozi, →
svrsi). In other words, phonemes k, g and h do not change into c, z, s.
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- Plural in genitive case looses the sufix (leta → let, krave → krav; sela → sel).
- For more details and samples on Kaikavian grammar see introduction in English:
http://trello.com/c/LyQslNph/23-kajkavska-gramatika-kaikavian-grammar-introduction
- No distinction of č and ć (only č exists).
- Before syllabic /r/ an "e" is written/still spoken in the field (e.g. Zagorje).
- Stress placement very often on penult, and possible also on ultima (bregov, nogaj).
- Kaikavian language has a special accentuation system, first elaborated by Ivšić and
called "Fundamental Kaikavian accentuation" in his work "Jezik Hrvata kajkavaca"/
"Language of Croatian Kaikavians"; In this work Ivšić also structured Kaikavian language
into its four main dialectal areas.
- Ivšič found that there are basically three accents in Kaikavian: short, circumflex (long
falling), acute (long rising); this classification is still valid.
(whereas Croatian has 4-way pitch system: rising short and long, falling short and long)
- Lončarić further refines this classification introducing five prosodems, where the first three
units correspond with Ivšić's stress classification, adding to it further two unstressed units.
- Kaikavian accentuation differs from Croatian not only in number of accents: Stress is
concentrated on the accentuated vowel resulting in reduction of unaccentuated vowels.
Special accentuation characteristics are called metatonia (change of stress on the same
position, alternation of circumflex into acute and acute into circumflex, neocircumflex: e.g.
kr v) and metataxa (change of stress placement from middle syllable or penult to first
syllable). More details see e.g. list of references Kapović 2008. ("Development of Croatian
accentuation") and Lončarić 1993. (in Croatian).
- Kaikavian language shows relatively high degree of word borrowing from German, and to
a lesser degree from Hungarian and Latin, whereas Stokavian borrows much more from
Turkish language.
**Examples for German loanwords in Kaikavian: flaša (Flasche), cukor (Zucker), hamer
(Hammer), tancati (tanzen), fieringe (Vorhänge), štienge (Stiege), cug (Zug), špancirati
(spazieren), vanjkuš (Wangenkissen).
These German loanwords are used neither in Croatian language nor in Slovene.
- Despite of some internal variety of inflections, Kaikavian dialects are comprehensible to
typical Kaikavian speaker, even without learning it at school. Examples: Poems of Ivan
Goran Kovačič from the most Western Kaikavian speaking area (Gorski Kotar, Lukovdol)
are easily understandable throughout whole Kaikavian region incl. the most eastern region
(Podravina). Also poems by Kaikavian poet Fran Galovič from eastern region of Podravina
are easily comprehensible in all other Kaikavian regions incl. the most western Gorski
Kotar.
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** Hystoric development of Kaikavian langauge **
- Today's term "Kajkavski"/Kaikavian denotes the authentic language of the people in
Northern Croatia. The language's self-name went through transitions - until the 18th
century Kaikavian was called "Slovenski" (lingua Slavonica) or Slovene in English.
- From 18th century until the mid of 19th century when its literature flourished, it was called
"Horvatski" (Croatian).
- Transition of the Kaikavian language's self- name was: Slovenski -> Horvatski ->
Kajkavski.
(Please note: the oldest name "Slovenski" denominated in 16th century a different
language than it is today's Slovene, because today's Slovene is based on then called
"Kranjski" language of North Slovenia.)
- Kaikavian language under the name "Horvatski" was official literary language of Croatia
with its language center Zagreb until the 2nd half of 19th century, when feudal and new
emerging burgois elites introduced through Illirian movement a new official language in
Croatia, that was based on Stokavian-Jekavian dialect of Herzegovina. This Stokavian
dialect is still today the base for official Croatian (as well as for Bosnian and Serbian). After
the middle of 19th century, Kaikavian, then still called "Horvatski", was banned from public
and institutional use. When Djuro Daničić made the 1st "Dictionary of Croatian or Serbian
language" (1882.), he did not include Kaikavian words in it.
However Kaikavian continued to live as language of poets and spoken language of people
in North Croatia.
** Summary of past and present usage of Kaikavian: **
Kaikavian language served as literature language in Croatia since 16th. century and was
taught at schools until the 2nd half of 19. century. Croatian aristocracy and scholars wrote
and spoke in Kaikavian language - poems of Katarina Patačić in 1781.; Matija Smodek
held first lecture at the Zagreb university in Croatian-still unknown to many, it was in
Kaikavian language, because in 1832. Kaikavian was the "Horvatski jezik" meaning
Croatian language.
Kaikavian literature, such as chronicles and dictionaries from 16th until the 19th. century is
still understandable to Kaikavian speakers.
However, as the language is not taught at schools, according to "Croatian national
education standard" (provided to SIL), Kaikavian speakers are actually taught to forget
their own language - knowledge of literary vocabulary, pronunciation, intonation and
accentuation is disappearing - the consequence is that Kaikavian words are disappearing
from collective memory, to a different degree in different regions.
Kaikavian is now mainly spoken or sung, and in its literary form used mainly by poets and
writers. In 20th century there are some great literature works, and Kaikavian speakers
continue using their language their local Kaikavian dialacts, that still maintained the
connection to literary Kaikavian language. E.g. Medjimurje dialect is still keeping many
words from Kaikavian literary language, since in Medjimurje it was in use until 1918.
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In order to complete the change request, the form “Request for New Language Code Element in ISO
639-3” (file name “ISO639-3_NewCodeRequest.doc” or “ISO639-3_NewCodeRequestForm.rtf”)
must also be submitted to more fully document the new language.

Sources of information
Please use whichever of the points below are relevant in order to document the sources on which you have
based the above proposal.
(a) First-hand knowledge. Describe:

(b) Knowledge through personal communication. Describe:
Native Kaikavian speaker, learnt it from my grandmother. Many words that I learnt in everyday spoken language, allegedly belonging to local Medjimurje-dialect, exist and have been
used in Kaikavian literature since 16th century in whole North Croatia and parts of Slovenia
and Hungary.
(c) Knowledge from published sources (please give complete bibliographical references):
**ETHNOLOGICAL AND ARCHEOLOGICAL SOURCES **
Krešimir Filipec: Karolinška crkva u Loboru i počeci kristijanizacije sjeverne Hrvatske.
11. Navučni skup „KAJKAVSKI JEZIK, KNJIŽEVNOST I KULTURA ČEZ STOLETJA“,
Krapina, 2012.
(Krešimir Filipec: Carolingian church in Lobor and begin of Christianization in North Croatia,
11. Scientific symposium "Kaikavian language, literature and culture through centuries",
Krapina, 2012. Presentation. Article will be published in the collection of papers.)
Marijana Gušić: Praslavenska baština Međimurja. Godišnjak Gradskog muzeja Varaždina,
No. 4, Varaždin, 1970., 137-144
Željko Tomičić: Pogled u arheološko naslijeđe ranoga srednjovjekovlja Varaždina i njegove
šire okolice, 800 godina slobodnoga kraljevskog grada Varaždina 1209-2009: Zbornik
radova s međunarodnoga znanstvenoga skupa održanoga 3. i 4. prosinca 2009. u
Varaždinu, Zagreb, Varaždin, 2009.
Željko Tomičić: Ranosrednjovjekovno groblje u Sv. Jurju u Trnju u Međimurju – prinos
datiranju nalazišta, Contributions of Institute of Archaeology in Zagreb, Vol.15/16 No.1,
Zagreb,1999.
uro Vidmarović: ZVONIMIR ARTOLI I HRVATI U SUSJEDNIM ZEMLJAMA S
POSE NIM OSVRTOM NA POMURSKE HRVATE U MA ARSKOJ, "KAJ - časopis za
književnost, umjetnost, kulturu", Vol. 43 (212) No.1-2, 2010.
(Zvonimir artolić and the Croats in neighboring countries with special overview of the
Croats coming from the Pomurje region and living in Hungary.
URL: http://hrcak.srce.hr/file/104301)
Vinko Žganec: Pučke popijevke Hrvata iz okolice Velike Kaniže u Mađarskoj, Zrinski,
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Čakovec, 1974.

** LINGUISTIC AND PHILOLOGICAL SOURCES **
Robert Auty: Kajkavski književni jezik u svjetlu jezičnoga preporoda kod Slavena, Hrvatski
dijalektološki zbornik, JAZU, knj. 6, Zagreb, 1982.
Ivan Cesarec: Tri i pol stoljeća hrvatskokajkavske dramske i scenske rijeći, Kajkavianna
croatica - Hrvatska kajkavska riječ, Zagreb, 1996.
Franjo Fancev: Der kaj-Dialekt von Virje, mit Berücksichtigung der Dialekte Podravina's
(Koprivnica - Pitomača), Archiv für slavische Philologie, d. 29, erlin, 1907.
Vladimir Gudel: Stare kajkavske drame, in "Vienac", No. 46-51, Zagreb, 1900.
Laszlo Hadrovics: Seit wann wird kajkavische Dialekt "hrvatski jezik" gennant?, Dona
Slavica Henipontana in honorem Herbert Schlesniker, München, 1987.
Josip Hamm: Glose u Radovoj bibliji, Slovo, časopis staroslavenskoga instituta, No. 1,
Zagreb, 1952.
Stjepan Ivšić: Jezik Hrvata kajkavaca, Ljetopis JAZU 48, 47-88, 1936.
Alojz Jembrih: Život i djelo Antuna Vramca i njegovo djelo, Zrinski, Čakovec,1981.
Alojz Jembrih: Hrvatsko-slovenske književnojezične veze, Zrinski, Čakovec, 1991.
Alojz Jembrih: Antun Rajsp autor njemačko-hrvatskokajkavske gramatike iz 1772., Hrvatski
kajkavski koledar, Čakovec, 1992.
Alojz Jembrih: Na izvorima hrvatske kajkavske književne riječi, Zrinski, Čakovec, 1997.
Ivo Kalinski: AUREOLA KAJKAVSKE ZAVIČAJNE INTIMIZACIJE I NJENO RASTAKANJE,
Radovi Zavoda za znanstveni rad - Varaždin, No.18, 2007.
(URL: http://hrcak.srce.hr/file/34503)
Ivo Kalinski, Antun Šojat: ZELINSKI TIP GOVORA, Rasprave Instituta za hrvatski jezik i
jezikoslovlje, Vol.2 No.1, 1973. (URL: http://hrcak.srce.hr/file/102807)
Mate Kapović, Razvoj hrvatske akcentuacije, Filologija, No.51, Zagreb, 2008.
(full text downloadable @URL:
http://hrcak.srce.hr/index.php?show=clanak&id_clanak_jezik=53755 )
Mijo Lončarić: Kajkavska prozodija, Rasprave Instituta za hrvatski jezik i jezikoslovlje,
Zagreb, Vol.19 No.1 1993.
(Kaikavian Prosody, full text downloadable @ URL:
http://hrcak.srce.hr/index.php?show=clanak&id_clanak_jezik=103350 )
Mijo Lončarić: Govor pomurskih Hrvata, Muramei horv tok szatadok vonz s gan,
(Tank nyvkiad , udimpešta, 1988.), Murakerest r, 1999.-, 65.-66.
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Andrija-Željko Lovrić et al.: Jen agramerski slovar (purgerska špreha zagrebečka, sisečka i
petrinjska), Klub nakladnika Hrvatske i udruga Muži zagorskog srca, Zagreb - Sisak, 2006.
Thomas F. Magner: A Zagreb Kajkavian Dialect, Pennsylvania State University, 1966.
Gerhard Neweklovsky: Die südslawische Region / The South-Slavic area, Sociolinguistics:
An International Handbook of the Science of language and society, Vol. 3, 2nd edition,
Editor Ulrich Ammon, 2006.
Joža Skok: Kajkavski kontekst Hrvatske književnosti, Zrinski, Čakovec, 1985.
Antun Šojat: Standardni jezik i dijalekt u urbanim sredinama SR Hrvatske, Rasprave
Zavoda za jezik, Vol. 4-5, Zagreb, 1979.
(Abstract in French. URL: http://hrcak.srce.hr/file/102996)

** BOOKS IN KAIKAVIAN - Selection **
Tituš rezovački: Matijaš Grabancijaš dijak, Zagreb, 1804.
Hilarion Gašparoti: Cvet Sveteh ali življenje i čini svecev, Wien, 1761.
Juraj Habdelić: "Zercalo Mariansko, to je poniznost Device Marie ka je Boga rodila. Vsem
slovenskoga i horvackoga naroda kerščenikom, a onem navlastito ki su obilneje dare
naturalske ali verhunaturalske od darežlive ruke ožje prijeli za nasleduvanje", Graz, 1662.
(Reprint: Alojz Jembrih (Ed.), Župa Pohoda lažene Djevice Marije - Gradska knjižnica
Velika Gorica, Staro Čiče, 2009.)
Juraj Habdelić: "Pervi otca našega Adama greh. I. Žalostno po njem vse človečanske
nature porušenje. Stolmačeno in na kratkom popisano po Jurju Habdeliču, Tovaruštva
Jezuševoga mašniku. Na spomenek odkud i kam smo po jednom smertnom grehu opali,
na pobolšanje žitka našega po milošče i vrednosti smerti Kristuševe ku je on za nas podjel,
da bi nas od smerti vekivečne oslobodil", Graz, 1674.
Jakob Lovrenčić: Adolf iliti kakkvisu lyudi, Vu Varasdinu, 1833.
(Reprint: Alojz Jembrih (Ed.), Adolf iliti kakvi su ljudi, Disput, Zagreb, 2002.)
Gregor Kapucin: Horvaczka od kristussevoga narodyena vittia, Vu Zagrebu, 1800.
(Reprint: Alojz Jembrih (Ed.), Horvacka od Kristuševoga narođenja vitia, Hrvatska
Kapucinska provincija, Krščanska Sadašnjost, Zagreb, 1999.)
Nikola Krajačević: Sveti evangeliomi, Graz, 1651.
Ignac Kristijanović: Ezopuševe basne, Zagreb, 1843.
Tomaš Mikloušić: Izbor dugovanj' vsakoverstneh za hasen i razveselenje služečeh, Zagreb,
1821.
John Milton: Raj Zgubleni, (Ivan Krizmanić Transl., Alojz Jembrih Ed.), Disput, Zagreb,
2005.
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Juraj Mulih: Regule roditelov i drugeh stareše i Regule dvorjanstva, Alojz Jembrih (ed.),
Kajkaviana - Nacionalno Svetište M. . istričke - Hrvatski povijesni institut u eču, Zagreb,
2002.
Katarina Patačić: Pesme Horvatske, Varaždin, 1781.
(Reprint: Alojz Jembrih (Ed.), Kajkaviana, Nacionalna i sveučilišna biblioteka, Zagreb Donja Stubica, 1991.)
Ivan Pergošič, Dekretum, Nedelišče, 1574.
(First printed Kaikavian book)
Antun Vramec, Kronika (vezda znovič spravljena…), Varaždin, 1578.
(Reprint: Alojz Jembrih (Ed.), HAZU - Krščanska Sadašnjost, Zagreb, 1992.)
Antun Vramec, Postilla (na vse leto po nedelne dni ..), Varaždin, 1586.
(Reprint: Alojz Jembrih (Ed.), HAZU - Krščanska Sadašnjost, Zagreb - Varaždin, 1990.)
Katarina Zrinski: Putni tovaruš, Venice, 1661.
(Reprint: Zvonimir artolić, Tomo lažeka (Eds.), Matica Hrvatska Ogranak Čakovec,
Čakovec - Zagreb, 2005.)
Franjo Žigrović Pretočki: Razgovor med jednim varoščanom i jednem seljakom, bivšem
kmetom, Varaždin, 1848.
(Reprint in: Alojz Jembrih: Na izvorima hrvatske kajkavske riječi)
Pobožne molitve iz vnogeh molitvenih knjig izebrane, ratovčina Svete Device i Mučenice
arbare na erdovečkom Polju, vu cirkve Sv. Vida, Wien, 1678.
(Reprint: Alojz Jembrih (Ed.), Mirko Ivanjek (Transcr.), Župa Sv. Vida rdovec - Općina
Brdovec, Brdovec, 2007.)

** Modern literature - SELECTION **
Stjepan ence: Sledi i tragi, Zrinski, Čakovec, 1971.
Zlatko Crnec: Veter zgorec, žmahen griz, Zrinski, Čakovec, 1976.
Miroslav Dolenec Dravski: Zagovor zemlji, Otvoreno sveučilište, Zagreb, 1992.
Dragutin Domjanić: V suncu i senci, self-published, Zagreb, 1927.
Ernest Fišer: Morje zvun sebe, August Cesarec, Zagreb, 1978.
Željko Funda: Ljudeki, self-published, Varaždin, 2004.
Fran Galović: Z mojih bregov, Matica hrvatska Ogranak Koprivnica, Koprivnica, 2002.
Ivan Horvat: Razlejane vode, Kajkavsko spravišče, Zagreb, 1970.
Verica Jačmenica: Droptinice, Kajkavsko spravišče, Zagreb, 1970.
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Ivica Jembrih: Mujceki se hinčeju, Zrinski, Čakovec 1972.
Ivica Jembrih: Spoved zemlje, Zrinski, Čakovec, 1973.
Ivica Jembrih: Svetkujem rieč, Zrinski, Čakovec, 2002.
Ivo Kalinski: Pha Kaj, August Cesarec, Zagreb, 1979.
Ivo Kalinski, Ed.: Sen je, a pesma ne, Pučko otvoreno učilište Sv. Ivan Zelina, Sv. Ivan
Zelina, 2013.
Download: http://www.pou-zelina.hr/images/stories/Recitali/32/Sen_je_a_pesma_ne.pdf
Stanko Kancijan: Zbrani čemer, Zrinski, Čakovec, 1971.
Zvonko Kovač: Vrnul se buom, Zrinski, Čakovec, 2001.
Ivan Goran Kovačić: Ognji i rože, Krščanska Sadašnjost, Zagreb, 2004.
Miroslav Krleža: alade Petrice Kerempuha, Akademska založba, Ljubljana, 1936.
Ivanka Kunić: Šibnjata hiža, Tončić d.o.o., Varaždin, 1997.
Ivan Kutnjak: Gibanye chloveka, Zrinski, Čakovec, 1991.
Ivan Kutnjak: Hasnovita, Zrinski, Čakovec, 1994.
Kalman Mesarić: Gospodsko dijete, in : "Tito Strozzi-Roman i drame / Kalman MesarićDrame i kritike", Matica hrvatska, Zagreb, 1998.
Nikola Pavić: Prsten zvenknul, Dr. Feletar, Koprivnica, 1998.
ožica Pažur: Zmučene rieči, Kajkavsko spravišče, Zagreb, 1975.
Denis Peričić: Netopir i črni ljudi, V. .Z., Zagreb, 2009
Stanislav Petrović: Za nohti zemlja, Zrinski, Čakovec, 1975.
Ladislav Radek: Zrje, Zrinski, Čakovec, 1983.
Joža Skok (Ed.), Ivan Lackovič (Illustr.): Rieči sa zviranjka : antologija moderne kajkavske
lirike 20. stoljeća, Tipex, Zagreb, 1999.
Franjo Šatović: Prigorske stare navade, Pučko otvorne sveučilište Sv. Ivan Zelina, Sv. Ivan
Zelina, 2013, Ed. Ivo Kalinski
Download: http://www.pou-zelina.hr/images/stories/Recitali/32/Stare_prigorske_navade.pdf
Jolanka Tišler: V modrini neba, Tank nyvkiad , udimpešta, 1988.

** Kaikavian grammar **
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Antun Rajsp: Nemska gramtika oder Anfangsgründe der deutschen Sprachkunst zum
Gebrauche der Croatischen Jugend in der Landessprache verfasst, Wien, 1772.
(A constrative grammar, giving also the grammar for Kaikavian langauge)
Ignac Szentmartony (Junior): Einleitung zur kroatischen Sprachlehre für Teutsche, sine
loco (Varaždin), 1783.
Franz Kornig: Kroatische Sprachlehre oder Anweisung für Deutsche, die kroatische
Sprache in kurzer Zeit gründlich zu erlernen, nebst beigefügten Gesprächen und
verschiedenen Übungen, Agram, 1795.
Ignac Kristijanović: Grammatik der kroatischen Mundart, Agram, 1837.
Contemporary introduction into Kaikavian grammar online:
URL: http://trello.com/c/LyQslNph/23-kajkavska-gramatika-kaikavian-grammar-introduction

** Kaikavian orthography **
Naputchenye za Horvatzki prav chteti y piszati, udipešta, 1808.
(Reprint: Alojz Jembrih (Ed.), Muži Zagorskog Srca, Kajkaviana, Donja Stubica, 2004)
Ljudevit Gaj: Kratka osnova horvatsko-slavenskog pravopisanja poleg mudroljubneh,
narodneh i prigospodarneh temeljov i zrokov, udimpešta, 1830.

** Kaikavian dictionaries: Selection **
Juraj Habdelić: Dictionar ili reči slovenske z vekšega vkup zebrane, Gradcz (Graz), 1670.
(Reprint: Kršćanska sadašnjost, Zagreb, 1989.)
Ivan Belostenec: Gazophylacium seu latino-illyricorum onomatum aerarium, Zagreb, 1740.
(Reprint: Liber, Mladost, Zagreb, 1972. Stari grad, Zagreb, 2002.)
Andrija Jambrešić, Franjo Sušnik: Lexicon Latinum interpretatione Illyrica, Germanica et
Hungarica locuples & index illirico sive croatico-latinus, Typis Academicis societatis Jesu,
Zagrabiae, 1742.
(Reprint: Zavod za hrvatski jezik Hrvatskoga filološkog instituta, Zagreb, 1992.)
ožidar Finka et al.: Rječnik hrvatskoga kajkavskoga književnog jezika, JAZU, Vol. 1-12,
Zagreb, 1984.-2011.
(Dictionary of Croatian Kaikavian literary language, in 12 volumes, still unfinished due to
huge Kaikavian word pool. It uses more than 400 lexical sources from Kaikavian literature.
Planned to be published in digital form online.
More information at URL: http://ihjj.hr/projekt/rjecnik-hrvatskoga-kajkavskoga-knjizevnogjezika/5/ )
Tomislav Lipljin: RJEČNIK VARAŽDINSKOG KAJKAVSKOG GOVORA, Garestin d.o.o.,
Varaždin, 2002.
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Stanko Vranić: Tak se govori(le) prinas, Vranić-Dom, Konjščina, 2010.

** MOVIERS AND TV SERIES **
Silent movie with subtitles in Kaikavian: "Jedan dan u turopoljskoj zadruzi", 1933. (Only title
is in Croatian/Stokavian meta-language).
Director: Dr. Drago Chloupek, Camera: Ing. Aleksandar Gerasimov.
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0udllDzcLU8)
TV Series "Gruntovčani" in Kaikavian, 1975. (http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0072509/)
Director Krešimir Golik.
Movie "Tko pjeva, zlo ne misli" 1979., Mainly in Croatian with some Kaikavian words.
Director Krešimir Golik.

The change proposal process
A request to change the code set goes through a six-step process:
1. A user of ISO 639-3 proposes a change and submits it to the ISO 639-3 Registration Authority (ISO
639-3/RA) using this form.
2. The ISO 639-3 registrar processes the change request to verify that the request is compatible with
the criteria set forth in the standard and to ensure that the submitter has supplied all necessary
information. This may involve rounds of interaction with the submitter.
3. When the change request proposal is complete in its documentation (including all associated New
Code Requests), the change request is promoted to “Proposed Change” status and the ISO 639-3
registrar posts the request on the official web site of the ISO 639-3/RA. Also at this time, an
announcement is sent to anyone requesting notification of new proposals matching their specified
criteria (region and/or language family of interest). Periodically, a message maybe sent to the
general LINGUIST discussion list on Linguist List (http://linguistlist.org/issues/index.html), and
other appropriate discussion lists, inviting individuals to review and comment on pending proposals.
Anyone may request from the ISO 639-3 registrar to receive notification regarding proposals
involving languages in a specific region of the world or specific language family.
4. Individuals may send comments to the ISO 639-3 registrar for compilation. The consensus of early
reviews may result in promotion to “Candidate Status” (with or without amendment), or withdrawal
of the change request, if the conclusion is that the request is not in keeping with the stated criteria of
the ISO 639-3 standard.
5. Three months prior to the end of the annual cycle of review and update, a new notice is posted on
the official web site of the ISO 639-3/RA, and an announcement listing the Candidate Status Change
Requests is posted to the LINGUIST discussion list and other discussion lists, as requested by their
owners. All change requests are then open to further review and comment by any interested party for
a period of three months. A Change Request received after the start of Candidacy phase must wait
until the next annual cycle for consideration. The purpose of this phase is to ensure that a minimum
of three months is allotted for the review of every proposal.
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6. At the end of the formal review period, a given Change Request may be: 1) adopted as a whole; 2)
adopted in part (specific changes implicit in the whole Change Request may be adopted separately);
3) rejected as a whole; or 4) amended and resubmitted for the next review cycle. All change requests
remain permanently archived at the official web site of the ISO 639-3/RA.

Please return this form to:
ISO 639-3 Registrar
SIL International, Office of Language Information Systems
7500 West Camp Wisdom Road
Dallas, Texas 75236 USA
ISO 639-3/RA web site: http://www.sil.org/iso639-3/
E-mail: iso639-3@sil.org
An email attachment of this completed form is preferred.

Sources of documentation for ISO 639-3 identifiers:
Gordon, Raymond G., Jr. (ed.), 2005. Ethnologue: Languages of the World, Fifteenth edition. Dallas, Tex.:
SIL International. Online version: http://www.ethnologue.com/ .
Linguist List. Ancient and Extinct Languages. http://linguistlist.org/forms/langs/GetListOfAncientLgs.html
Linguist List. Constructed Languages. http://linguistlist.org/forms/langs/GetListOfConstructedLgs.html
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